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Much of Tennessee Williams’ work features mentally ill characters; his devotion 

to and interest in the subject has led to the composition of many plays that highlight the 

humanity of the insane, rather than caricaturize them with the usual stereotypes.  In 

Suddenly Last Summer, Williams challenges the social stigmas most “normal” people 

attach to madness.  Throughout the course of the action, the lines dividing sane and 

insane, normate and non-normate, gradually blur disrupting the audience’s social 

equilibrium.  By undermining presumed viewer prejudices toward the mentally ill, 

Williams creates the opportunity for redrawing the social boundaries of exclusion and 

inclusion. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

CONTESTING CONVENTION 

 It will come as no surprise to anyone even mildly familiar with the plays of 

Tennessee Williams that madness, as a theme, runs throughout the body of his work.  

This madness can appear anywhere from slight eccentricity to total hospitalization; but 

Williams’ personal and familial experience with insanity led him to a more nuanced 

understanding of mental illness than the general public is typically capable of.  Although 

many critics have addressed issues of insanity in Tennessee Williams’ work in general 

(almost endlessly so in the case of A Streetcar Named Desire specifically), comparatively 

little attention has been devoted to the one-act play Suddenly Last Summer.  The 

extremely personal nature of Williams’ relationship with mental disturbance provided 

him a lens through which he could look past the social stigmas attached to psychological 

disorders and truly see the people behind the madness. 

 In The Tennessee Williams Encyclopedia edited by renowned Williams scholar 

Philip C. Kolin, the entry on madness, written by Jacqueline O’Connor, begins, “Known 

for creating psychologically complex characters, Tennessee Williams had a profound 

interest in exploring mental instability and its consequences, motivated in part by his 

personal and family history” (132).  The entry goes on to list several of the plays 

concerning insanity including Portrait of a Madonna, Hello from Bertha, The Lady of 

Larkspur Lotion, The Strangest Kind of Romance, Summer and Smoke, The Night of the 
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Iguana, The Two-Character Play/Out Cry, In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel, Clothes for a 

Summer Hotel, and A House Not Meant to Stand.  Clearly Williams saw this matter as 

something worth studying; but as with any great literary accomplishment, his plays do 

more than merely present material as a spectacle.  In fact, Williams’ sensitivity to the 

plight of the mentally ill made him acutely aware of society’s tendency to stigmatize the 

insane. In Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason Michel 

Foucault addresses the aspect of spectacle in relation to insanity, describes the historical 

point at which insanity became feared by society, and examines the ramifications that 

fear generated.  Madness and Civilization has particular significance for my work in that 

Suddenly deals very directly with the concept of institutionalization.  Foucault elucidates 

the shift in attitude from the middle ages to the classical period saying that during the 

Renaissance, “madness was present everywhere and mingled with every experience by its 

images or its danger.  During the classical period, madness was shown, but on the other 

side of bars; if present, it was at a distance, under the eyes of a reason that no longer felt 

any relation to it and that would not compromise itself by too close a resemblance” (70). 

Unlike Streetcar, which moves with a sort of crescendo from an ostensibly sane 

Blanche at the opening of the play to the hospitalization of the heroine in the final scene, 

in Suddenly Last Summer Williams injects the presence of the institution into every 

scene.  The author grants the audience no reprieve from the images of the mental 

hospital.  As noted in The Tennessee Williams Encyclopedia: 

In 1937, his older sister Rose suffered a mental breakdown and was 
hospitalized; she spent the rest of her life confined to a mental institution 
or under private care, and her treatment regimes included insulin therapy 
and, eventually, a lobotomy.  Williams therefore related madness to 
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confinement, for as he had seen in the case of his sister, the two are 
connected. (132-133) 
 

Williams plays out this connection more thoroughly in Suddenly Last Summer than in any 

other of his plays.  For this reason, Foucault’s book on the subject plays a central role in 

my discussion of insanity motifs in this play. 

 While confinement (and the threat of confinement) preoccupied Williams, it was 

only the beginning of the horrors to which the “deranged” are subjected.  Having visited 

his sister Rose at Farmington State Hospital, Williams was very familiar with mental 

institutions.  Currently on the St. Francois County, Missouri website, accessed via 

“Rootsweb.com,” descriptions of Farmington can be found.  Naturally, this website’s 

account of the grounds differs somewhat from Williams’ rendering of the hospital in 

Suddenly Last Summer.  It states: 

Housing patients in attractive cottages surrounded by spacious lawns 
bordering wide streets was part of the hospital from its birth in 1903.  That 
was a novelty for those times.  Mental patients had almost always been 
housed in forbidding dormitories…the picturesque atmosphere has been 
preserved, making the grounds today seem like a college campus.  
 

Despite the upbeat description, Williams made the reality of institutionalization very 

clear.  “No place for lunatics is a sweet, sweet place,” (SLS 1.4.40) Cathie reports.  

Another interesting fact that indicates Williams was thinking specifically of Farmington 

in writing Suddenly is Cathie’s reference to a beauty parlor at the hospital.  The St. 

Francois County website rather brags over this amenity saying, “Another step that made 

the hospital something of a pioneer was the addition of a beauty parlor fairly early in its 

history.  Leaders thought patients deserved the opportunity to keep their hair, fingernails 

and the like in sightly condition” (rootsweb.com).  Again, Cathie offers quite a different 
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sentiment on the matter.  “They send you to beauty parlor whenever you’re going to have 

a family visit.  Other times you look awful, you can’t have a compact or lipstick or 

anything made out of metal because they’re afraid you’ll swallow it” (1.3.57).  

Recognizing the gap between what “normal” people would like to believe about “crazy” 

people and what the “crazy” people actually know to be true is crucial for understanding 

Williams’ message in Suddenly.  Williams emphasizes time and again the general 

public’s unwillingness to acknowledge, let alone scrutinize, the circumstances afflicting 

the insane.  In a letter to his agent Audrey Wood, Williams talks about the problem of 

explaining “otherness” to the “normal” masses. 

It is hard for a person with so many problems regarded as “special” (they 
are not really so) to address audiences which are necessarily composed 
largely of extravert personalities – to talk to them about what is vitally 
important and clear to himself – without bewildering and offending them 
with a sense of exagerattion.  This, I suppose, is my great creative 
problem. (Devlin and Tischler 402, misspelling is Williams’) 
 

How can a playwright who not only loves his mentally ill sister but also admits “I fear 

that end for myself” (223) not feel some degree of animus for a world that judges, 

condemns, and shuts away those afflicted by psychological maladies?  Foucault states, 

“Confinement…betrays a form of conscience to which the inhuman can suggest only 

shame” (67). Violet Venable experiences this same shame and embarrassment because of 

the story Catharine tells.  Violet “is primarily concerned with scandal” (Foucault 66) so 

much so that she tries to have a doctor cut out a part of her niece’s brain in order to stop 

her from repeating a hideous story about her son, Sebastian.  

Williams’ condemnation of Violet (not to mention the rest of Catharine’s family) 

does not end with the final curtain.  Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s concept of normate 
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versus non-normate is indispensible here.  Violet’s money, social position, and 

subsequent power put her in the position of normate and allow her to dictate the terms of 

insanity.  Exposing her mistreatment of her “crazy” niece should inspire reflection in the 

audience on its own feelings about insanity.  Williams forces the audience to reevaluate 

their preconceptions.  “Suddenly…does not assume Catharine’s madness, but sets up a 

struggle between Violet and Catharine over their conflicting versions of Sebastian’s life.  

This struggle involves the audience in deciding who is sane and who insane, thus 

emphasizing that these decisions are sometimes arbitrary” (Dramatizing Dementia, 

O’Connor 14).  Finally acknowledging Cathie’s sanity impels the normative viewer to 

examine not only his sentiments concerning the insane, but the parameters that define 

insanity itself. 

 In the following two chapters I will look at the ways in which Williams 

challenges the normative consciousness as it relates to insanity by applying Foucault’s 

and Garland-Thomson’s respective theories on madness and social constructs to a close 

reading of the play.  One must examine the play chronologically and in its totality in 

order to appreciate the progression the audience experiences in watching Suddenly.  Since 

the structure of this play demands a commitment of self-examination on the part of the 

audience, it is imperative that my analysis encounters the text in the same sequence and 

manner as a viewer or reader.   

 The first chapter deals with Violet Venable and her version of the facts.  She 

describes to the doctor her niece Cathie and the events that led up to her hospitalization.  

This privileged position as the first speaker gives Violet the presumption of normalcy in 

the eyes of the audience.  Williams sets up the scenery and dialogue so the viewer will 
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trust Mrs. Venable at the beginning.  By aligning the audience with the antagonist (even 

though they do not yet know her as evil) Williams can slowly maneuver them, along with 

Mrs. Venable, from the position of power and certainty to a position of non-agency and 

doubt.  By the time Violet’s testimony is finished, the audience has lost their bearing, no 

longer certain of whom to rely on.  Now that they are unmoored from their normative 

anchor, Williams can usher in Cathie, the reputed lunatic, and further complicate the 

audience’s definitive notions of sanity. 

 The second chapter picks up where Violet leaves off.  After having her character 

polluted by Mrs. Venable for the first third of the play, Cathie must finally enter and 

unknowingly make her (and Williams’) rebuttal.  Especially in light of the unflattering 

revelations Mrs. Venable has inadvertently exposed about her own character, the viewer 

must slowly come to realize that Cathie has indeed been telling the truth about 

Sebastian’s death, horrifying though it may be.  Through analyzing the relationships 

between Cathie and the other characters in the play, it becomes evident that Violet and 

the rest of Cathie’s family have treated her terribly.  Though not by any means a solid 

member of the normative community, Cathie must necessarily be redeemed by the 

audience by virtue of the overwhelming evidence in support of her sanity.  The final 

assignations of sane/normate and insane/non-normate, while perhaps not totally reversed, 

have certainly been shifted from their previously immovable places.  Williams’ goal is 

not to have Violet change places with Cathie in the asylum.  Given his personal 

experience with insanity, he could not have so malicious an intent.  Rather, his work 

merely serves to shake up the normative establishment and their rigid, judgmental, 

excluding attitudes toward a mental state that is highly subjective and often debatable. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

SELF-EXCLUSION FROM THE NORMATIVE COMMUNITY 

 To begin dismantling audience bias toward the perceived “insane,” Tennessee 

Williams must first create a connection between the viewers and Violet Venable.  By 

putting the audience at ease and allowing them to feel that Mrs. Venable belongs to their 

normative group, Williams establishes trust among them.  Violet’s conduct in the first 

scene, which I address in this chapter, gradually breaks down this trust and disrupts the 

audience’s previously held certitude regarding the purity of the normate.  This 

uncertainty lays the foundation necessary for upending the prejudices implicit in the 

socially accepted group structure.  By closely analyzing Violet’s words and actions, her 

slow transformation from normative insider to intrusive imposter becomes evident. 

Suddenly Last Summer begins innocently enough.  The antagonist, Mrs. Violet 

Venable, and a sort of mediating character in Dr. Cukrowicz discuss the recent tragic 

events in Violet’s life.  It is necessary to first note that Dr. Cukrowicz’s presence on the 

stage provides an additional point of identification between the normate audience and the 

presumably normative characters in the play.  Despite the fact that Suddenly was written 

five years before Erving Goffman published Stigma: Notes on the Management of 

Spoiled Identity, Dr. Cukrowicz fits Goffman’s definition of the normate almost exactly 

as a “young, married, white, urban, northern, heterosexual, Protestant father of college 

education, fully employed, of good complexion, weight and height, and a recent record in 
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sports” (Goffman, Stigma 128).  While Williams does not provide us with any insight 

into the doctor’s personal life, he is certainly young, white, attractive, athletic, well 

educated, and gainfully employed.  And even though his name is foreign, he disregards 

this single non-normative feature as soon as we meet him.  He asks Mrs. Venable to call 

him “Dr. Sugar” (Williams 1.1.16), the English translation of his Polish surname.  What 

could be sweeter, whiter, or more American than sugar?  Having fully incorporated 

himself into the socially influential majority, the audience can feel at ease with both the 

good doctor and Mrs. Venable. 

 During the opening scene, Mrs. Venable gives a history of her son Sebastian’s 

life to Dr. Sugar and to the audience.  In so doing, she aims to convince Dr. Sugar that 

her niece Cathie, an inmate at a nearby private mental hospital, should be lobotomized.  

Given that she is the first character to speak, and that her speech dominates the first large 

section of the play, the audience has no choice but to presume her legitimacy and go 

along with what she says.  As in any play, the physical backdrop in which the action 

takes place gives the audience visual cues in order to facilitate their understanding of the 

events.  Thomas Adler points out the necessity of visually involving the audience saying, 

“the measure of [Williams’] language in these plays must also include an awareness of 

the visual symbols that are essential to the engagement between play and audience” (85).  

In the case of Suddenly Last Summer, the opening scenery, as described by Williams in 

his stage direction, sets an unsettling tone for the viewer.  “There are massive tree-

flowers that suggest organs of a body, torn out, still blistering with undried blood; there 

are harsh cries and sibilant hissings and thrashing sounds in the garden as if it were 

inhabited by beasts, serpents and birds, all of savage nature….”(Williams 1.1).  This 
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pulsating, festering, botanical viscera seems very much out of place in the posh Garden 

District of New Orleans.    

Williams’ decision to design the scenery in such a violent and sensuous way 

creates an immediate tension between the non-normative setting and the seemingly 

normative character.  While the violence and wildness of this setting are extremely 

exaggerated, one must remember that this place belongs to a frail old woman.  This 

seeming wilderness is, in fact, a garden.  Williams reminds the reader of that fact, not 

only in his stage direction, but also in the very first words of the play.  “Yes, this was 

Sebastian’s garden,” (Williams 1.1.1) Sebastian’s mother tells us.  A garden, by 

definition, is something cultivated and cared for.  However, contrary to appearances, Mrs. 

Venable explains that the garden has not fallen into disrepair since Sebastian’s death, but 

in fact the “well-groomed jungle” (Williams 1.1.8) exists exactly “how he meant it to be, 

nothing was accidental, everything was planned and designed in Sebastian’s life” 

(Williams 1.1.9).  But the obviously violent and bloody atmosphere of this carefully 

planned garden indicates unsettling qualities in those who feel at home within it.   

As Mrs. Venable conducts Dr. Sugar around the garden on a grand tour, she 

seems oddly at ease in the vegetating gore surrounding her.  Since Williams describes the 

garden in terms of a dismembered body, Violet’s familiarity and comfort in this setting 

demonstrates that she has been desensitized from the grotesque.  Her lack of sensibility 

renders her strangely anaesthetized, and it is this anaesthetization that gives her the 

sociopathic ability to seek the mental destruction of her niece.  Since the entire play takes 

place in the same location, the audience need not immediately apprehend the connection 

between the mistress of the house and garden.  On the contrary, as Violet’s character 
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gradually falls from grace, the commonalities between the setting and character become 

more apparent.   

Certainly the garden’s bloody nature is more obvious than Mrs. Venable’s, but 

one cannot forget that Sebastian designed every last detail of this garden.  This careful 

cultivation provides another clue as to the instability of the Venable family who admire 

this garden so much.  This perverse aesthetic springs from what Foucault calls “the 

marvelous logic of the mad” (95).  Sebastian’s meticulous cultivation of the garden, 

while certainly following his own twisted sense of logic, is no less disturbing because of 

this planning.  And while Violet’s reasoning behind her quest for Cathie’s lobotomy may 

seem sound at first, her ultimate goal is no less brutal.  The appearance Violet cultivates 

of the calm, composed, aristocratic Southern lady veils the cruelty within. This idea of 

contained savagery reappears throughout the novel and coincides neatly with Williams’ 

particular brand of literary insanity.  In Williams’ worlds, identifying the truly insane can 

prove a more difficult task than one might imagine.  It is not always the one in the 

straightjacket who needs to be confined.  Those with the most power get the privilege of 

dictating the terms of what constitutes a marginalized character, in this instance—the 

insane.  With such a nuanced conception of madness, one cannot present mere lunatics 

running around the stage.  With the notion of turbulent waters beneath a calm surface, 

Williams’ crafts scenes in which the actual locus of the lunacy is in doubt.  The paradox 

of contained savagery gives the reader or audience enough leeway to judge for 

themselves, and potentially come to a different conclusion than the characters in the play.   

 The significance of Sebastian’s garden does not end with the implications it 

makes about Violet Venable.  Williams weaves biblical themes throughout the play (most 
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notably the comparison of Sebastian as a Christ figure, to be discussed later) and converts 

the scenery into a sort of perverted Eden.  Mrs. Venable’s reign over this carnivorous 

Edenic landscape, her composure and gentility in this setting, sets her up not only as a 

person desensitized to violence, but as the sovereign authority in this gruesome land.  

Violet’s refined demeanor, masking her internal depravity, mirrors the “well-groomed 

jungle” in that the wildness in each does not run rampant and unchecked (Williams 

1.1.8).  Her manicured exterior establishes her as a “literary portrayal [that] conforms to 

the social stereotype” (Garland-Thomson 11).  Living up to this stereotype puts the 

audience at ease and instantly creates a bond between them as members of the same 

exclusive club, the socially accepted majority.   

Suddenly furnishes the audience with two opposing variations of the “truth.”  We 

get the two versions from Violet and her niece Cathie, which provides the crux of the 

power struggle between the two.  As these women demonstrate, “accusations of madness 

can tip the balance of power in a contest of wills between two characters” (O’Connor 14).  

However, when Violet Venable describes her son to Dr. Sugar, she reveals not only her 

perception of him, but a great deal of herself as well.  Aside from her physical appearance 

(Williams provides very little in the way of a description of her person), Mrs. Venable 

possesses very strong (one might say overpowering) emotional components.  While any 

mother might feel distress at the suggestion that her son was some kind of sexual deviant, 

Violet Venable speaks with particular vitriol about her niece, the purveyor of the 

slanderous story.  Dr. Sugar is concerned that all this excitement from a meeting between 

the two women might be detrimental to Mrs. Venable’s health, but she insists that “I’ve 

waited months to face her because I couldn’t get to St. Mary’s to face her—I’ve had her 
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brought here to my house.  I won’t collapse!  She’ll collapse!  I mean her lies will 

collapse—not my truth—not the truth…”(Williams 1.1.18).  Through this outburst, Mrs. 

Venable inadvertently provides a glimpse at her true nature.  First of all, her cool outward 

appearance shields a much wilder spirit, a savageness just behind the exterior.  In 

addition, her eagerness to confront Cathie connotes a strength and vigor that exceeds her 

physical frailty and failing health.  She certainly does not shy away from a fight.  Violet 

also articulates her authority in the lives of those around her.  She has “had {Cathie} 

brought here to my house” (Williams 1.1.18) which shows her position of power over the 

life and circumstances of this girl.   

As Michel Foucault demonstrates time and again in Madness and Civilization, 

power (political, financial, religious, social, or otherwise) controls the fate of the 

criminal, indigent, and insane.  In the chapter entitled “The Great Confinement” Foucault 

discusses the identity and role of those who make decisions about the lives of the 

downtrodden, stating:   

This responsibility was entrusted to directors appointed for life, who 
exercised their powers, not only in the buildings of the Hôpital but 
throughout the city of Paris, over all those who came under their 
jurisdiction: “They have all power of authority, of direction, of 
administration, of commerce, of police, of jurisdiction, of correction and 
punishment.” (Foucault 39-40) 
 

Louis XIII bestowed this power on the people of his choice and they operated with total 

impunity.  Violet Venable does not need a royal edict to authorize her control over her 

niece.  She instead preys on the financial needs of her family and gains dominion over  

their lives because they are beholden to her for pecuniary support.  Furthermore, Violet’s 

social standing in the community at large gives her additional credibility and influence. 
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Mrs. Venable hopes that this influence will convince Dr. Sugar that her claims are true 

and persuade him to lobotomize Cathie.   

In addition to this assertion of her power, Mrs. Venable also gives the reader a 

glimpse of the viciousness of her true intentions by her stammering self-corrections.  

First, she says she wants Cathie to collapse; then it’s her lies that will collapse, not Mrs. 

Venable’s truth; and finally it’s not just Mrs. Venable’s truth (which implies that there 

are other truths to be had) but THE truth—the one and only incontrovertible truth.  But 

these hesitations and corrections only serve to reveal not only a lack of confidence in her 

own version of Sebastian’s story, but an unflagging desire to take revenge on a person 

who has a version different from the one she would like to present to the world.  Garland-

Thomson provides some insight on the necessity of social perception saying, “Visible 

physical disability lies outside the normative ordering system and can only be included 

and comprehended under Douglas’s classifications of ‘aberrant’ or ‘anomalous,’ 

categories that accommodate what does not fit into the space of the ordinary” (33).  

While Garland-Thomson’s work deals exclusively with physical disability, mental illness 

fits neatly into her characterization of society’s tendency to separate “otherness.”  Mrs. 

Venable cannot abide Cathie placing her son outside socially accepted classifications.  

She must therefore force Cathie out of the normative group in order to nullify her 

slanderous story.   

Judging from the stuttering statements Violet makes about her intentions toward 

Cathie and their impending confrontation, the first statement she makes (which must 

therefore be considered the most reliably genuine) expresses her fervent desire for Cathie 

to mentally collapse.  Since Violet’s ultimate goal is to shut Cathie up, via lobotomy if 
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necessary, her expression of a desire for her physical and mental harm is not surprising.  

But these cracks in Violet’s cool exterior do not help her cause at all.  She must maintain 

her position as the sane/normative person.  Losing this status would place her outside of 

the norm, thereby negating her own claims and affirming her niece’s.  Mrs. Venable 

quickly realizes her error and tailors her responses to fit the persona she is trying to 

portray—the grieving mother. 

Just after that slip, Violet continues her farce telling the doctor exactly what she 

wants to accomplish with this reunion.  “I’m not afraid of using every last ounce and inch 

of my little, left-over strength in doing just what I’m doing.  I’m devoting all that’s left of 

my life, Doctor, to the defense of a dead poet’s reputation” (Williams 1.1.18).  Here she 

comes closer to explaining her true purpose.  She does not say she is committed to the 

truth, or to the facts, but to the upholding of a reputation.  Violet is all too aware of the 

actual circumstances surrounding the life and death of her son; she therefore desperately 

needs to contain the truth about him since “there are aspects of evil that have such a 

power of contagion, such a force of scandal that any publicity multiplies them infinitely” 

(Foucault 67).  Her son’s underlife contains just such aspects of evil.  If Mrs. Venable 

revered honesty and reality over social acceptance, she would admit that Cathie’s story, 

even if unverifiable from a corroborating source, contains elements that she herself 

knows to be true.  However, as she says, she devotes herself to the perception of 

Sebastian.  Violet strives violently to protect her son’s “usurped reputation” (Debusscher 

152), which Cathie ultimately destroys.  Here lies a clear sign that Mrs. Venable might be 

more unstable than her reportedly insane niece.  The final judgment of sanity or insanity 

depends on who is telling the truth, whose story most closely resembles the reality of the 
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situation as it occurred.  Those persons unable to recognize or unwilling to live within the 

confines of reality could be deemed insane.  The ability to identify what is real and what 

is not is a prerequisite in order to function in society.  As Foucault says:  

Let us listen to what is said in these fantastic fragments.  Imagination is 
not madness.  Even if in the arbitrariness of hallucination, alienation finds 
the first access to its vain liberty, madness begins only beyond this point, 
when the mind binds itself to this arbitrariness and becomes a prisoner of 
this apparent liberty…Just as the consciousness of truth is not carried 
away by the mere presence of [an] image, but in the act which limits, 
confronts, unifies, or dissociates the image, so madness will begin only in 
the act which gives the value of truth to the image.  (Foucault 93-94) 
 

In Violet’s case, her “fantastic fragments” (93) relate to her assertion that Cathie is lying.  

This assertion alone would not qualify her for the Foucauldian notion of madness as 

articulated above.  However, her unmitigated commitment to her false version of the 

story pushes her into the category of the deranged.  Furthermore, it is not particularly 

important whether this commitment originates from a sociopathic or delusional place.  

Either way, the fact that Violet “gives the value of truth” to her image of what happened 

is enough to condemn her (Foucault 94).  Of course, this condemnation can only be 

perceived by the audience or reader and therefore does not manifest in the form of actual 

consequences in the play.  Her power role precludes her from any real repercussions.   

Violet’s commitment to her false conception of her son compounds her instability 

as she goes on and on about Sebastian.  She defends the life and reputation of her son, 

explaining to the doctor: 

Sebastian had no public name as a poet, he didn’t want one, he refused to 
have one.  He dreaded, abhorred!—false values that come from being 
publicly known, from fame, from personal—exploitation…Oh, he’d say to 
me: ‘Violet?  Mother?—You’re going to outlive me…and then, when I’m 
gone, it will be yours, in your hands, to do whatever you please with!’—
Meaning, of course, his future recognition!—That he did want, he wanted 
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it after his death when it couldn’t disturb him; then he did want to offer his 
work to the world. (Willliams 1.1.21) 
 

Violet again undermines her own credibility with both the audience and Dr. Sugar by 

contradicting herself.  If Sebastian so abhorred the chains of fame and refused to give his 

work to the world until after his death, which dead poet’s reputation is she protecting?  

Sebastian has no recognition and therefore no reputation.  In fact, he was never 

published.  Violet likes to cling to the notion that her son’s soul housed a great poetic 

talent, but really he may have been nothing more than a “pretentious young crackpot” 

(Williams 1.1.45) traveling the world each summer with his mother.  And certainly there 

is some strangeness in his referring to his mother by her first name.  “Violet? Mother?” 

(Williams 1.1.21), Mrs. Venable repeats later the words of her son.  She seems very 

proud of their unusual relationship.  But her desire to protect the reputation of an 

unknown poet contributes further to the notion that Mrs. Venable does not live in the 

same world as everyone else.  Here again she clings to a false premise and insists upon its 

accuracy.  Foucault explains, “…only the mind can turn what is given in the image into 

abusive truth, in other words, into error, or acknowledged error, that is, into truth” (94).  

Violet’s delusions lead her to feel certain that Sebastian’s work not only merits 

recognition, but will indeed receive it.   

While maternal instinct may account for some degree of natural love and belief in 

the abilities of one’s child, Violet’s faith in her son exceeds the normal bounds of 

parental pride and ends up not just bordering on reverence, but actually crossing the line 

into holy worship.  Williams gives the reader this impression with his stage directions.  

“‘Well, here is my son’s work, Doctor, here’s his life going on!’ [She lifts a thin gilt-
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edged volume from the patio table as if elevating the Host before the altar” (Williams 

1.1).  The author intimates that Violet’s adoration of her son has escalated to complete 

apotheosis.  His description of her handling the book is tantamount to a priest lifting the 

Host in consecration cementing her derangement when it comes to her son.  But 

William’s choice of words here is very precise.  He doesn’t liken the book of poetry to 

the bible, but to the Eucharist; and in the Roman Catholic Church the Eucharist, at the 

point of consecration, becomes the physical body of Christ—not a representation of his 

body, but the physical flesh itself.  When Mrs. Venable says that this book is 

“[Sebastian’s] life going on” (Williams 1.1.21) she does not mean that in a figurative 

sense.   

She conflates his work with his person and reveres each with the religious 

intensity of a zealot.  As the stage direction continues, Williams gives the audience a 

visual cue just in case they don’t pick up on the allusion to transubstantiation.  “It’s gold 

leaf and lettering catch the afternoon sun.  It says Poem of Summer.   Her face suddenly 

has a different look, the look of a visionary, an exalted religieuse.  At the same instant a 

bird sings clearly and purely in the garden and the old lady seems to be almost young for 

a moment]” (Williams 1.1).  This moment provides the definite feeling of clouds parting 

and beams of light shining down from heaven accompanied by the clear voices of a choir 

of angels.  In any case, the spiritual component of her attitude toward her son cannot be 

dismissed as mere maternal love.  Because of her worship of Sebastian, one can 

understand a little better the ferocity of her protective instinct.  Merging the instincts of 

motherhood with the divine urges of religion produce a strange and unwavering hybrid  

of emotion.  So her devotion is not to the mere reputation of an unknown poet, but rather 
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to a god. Foucault elucidates the line between misguided imagination and actual 

madness: 

The man who imagines he is made of glass is not mad, for any sleeper can 
have this image in a dream; but he is mad if, believing he is made of glass, 
he thereby concludes that he is fragile, that he is in danger of breaking, 
that he must touch no object which might be too resistant, that he must in 
fact remain motionless, and so on.  Such reasonings are those of a 
madman; but again we must note that in themselves they are neither 
absurd nor illogical.  On the contrary, they apply correctly the most 
rigorous figures of logic.” (95) 
 

Violet Venable’s feelings here fall far outside the spectrum of normalcy.  Sebastian and 

Violet’s relationship was never typical; but even assuming her first reaction to the news 

of her son’s death was normal, at this point her sadness has warped into something 

wholly unholy. 

 As stated earlier, the situation between Violet and Sebastian violates traditional, 

normative bounds.  Sebastian calling his mother by her first name, while not outrageous, 

is somewhat unexpected and demonstrates that their relationship deviates in some 

measure from traditional mother/son relationships.  This habit of calling his mother by 

her first name would not necessarily be alarming on its own.  But when considered 

alongside other odd language by Mrs. Venable, the situation develops into something 

more unsettling.  Dr. Sugar and Mrs. Venable have the following conversation: 

DOCTOR. He wrote one poem a year? 
VIOLET. One for each summer that we traveled together.  The other nine 
months of the year were really only a preparation. 
DOCTOR Nine months? 
VIOLET. The length of a pregnancy, yes… 
DOCTOR. The poem was hard to deliver? 
VIOLET. Yes, even with me.  Without me, impossible, Doctor!—he wrote  
no poem last summer. (Williams 1.1.24-29) 
 

From this passage, more eccentricities of Sebastian and his mother emerge.  Only writing 
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one poem a year seems like a rather meager production for a poet with, what Mrs. 

Venable believes to be, such an unparalleled talent.  Then Williams gives the audience 

this strange reference to pregnancy putting Violet and Sebastian in the role of parents and 

the poem as the result of their union. This is the second time that Sebastian’s work has 

been equated with a living being (first the Eucharist, now this incestuous literary 

offspring).  But implying a figuratively sexual exchange between mother and son further 

complicates their bond, especially since Mrs. Venable herself makes the correlation.  It is 

also interesting to note that the gender roles are also reversed in this pregnancy.  Robert 

F. Gross observes, “The maternal image presented here is one of phallic, impregnating 

Mother who provides the will necessary for artistic creation to take place” (241).  

Sebastian carries the child/poem and Violet helps to deliver it.  The point of conception is 

not as clearly laid out as the other parts of the pregnancy, but certainly there must have 

been a moment of merging leading to subsequent literary conception.  Regardless, one 

must assume that her role as midwife was just as indispensible to the production of this 

poetry as her role as inseminator. 

Later in this same conversation, Violet reinforces this maternally imposed 

Oedipus complex.  As Violet’s elaboration of Sebastian’s life continues, the doctor asks: 

DOCTOR. He lived a celibate life? 
VIOLET. As strictly as if he’d vowed to!  This sounds like vanity, Doctor, 
but I was actually the only one in his life that satisfied the demands he 
made of people.  Time after time my son would let people go, dismiss 
them!—because their, their their!—attitude toward him was— 
DOCTOR. Not as pure as— 
VIOLET. My son, Sebastian demanded!  We were a famous couple.  
People didn’t speak of Sebastian and his mother or Mrs. Venable and her 
son, they said “Sebastian and Violet, Violet and Sebastian.” (Williams 
1.1.98) 
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When Mrs. Venable insists on her son’s chastity with such vehemence, she quickly 

follows by saying that she was the only one who could satisfy him.  Again the unstated 

and figurative sexual relationship between them appears.  She kept him satisfied as 

nobody else could.  She goes on to say that everyone regarded them, not as mother and 

son, but as a fabulous, fashionable couple.  The technically non-sexual yet 

inappropriately romantic connection between these two contributes further to Violet’s 

potential insanity.  Their relationship is overtly Oedipal in everything except the physical 

act of copulation.  Williams gives no evidence to support the notion of actual intercourse 

taking place, but all the emotional signs are present.  Furthermore, their twisted 

relationship covered by the social shield of wealth and breeding perpetuates the theme of 

contained savagery. 

 Williams reinforces the concept of dependence on a normative exterior protecting 

the perverted interior in various ways. Two key retellings (by Violet and Cathie, 

respectively) of two separate events demonstrate this reinforcement.  Mrs. Venable’s 

story describes her and Sebastian’s trip to the Galapagos Islands many years ago.  They 

go to the Encantadas (or “the Enchanted Isles” [Williams 1.1.31]) and witness part of the 

reproductive cycle of large sea turtles.  The whole description is pitted with horrible 

recollections, but the first half of the cycle they witness is especially pertinent for Violet.  

“It’s a long and dreadful thing, the depositing of the eggs in the sand-pits, and when it’s 

finished the exhausted female turtle crawls back to the sea half-dead.  She never sees her 

offspring” (Williams 1.1.31).  Violet identifies with these turtles.  They are creatures that 

sacrifice their very physical beings for their offspring, and are then deprived of the 

maternal joy of seeing them reach adulthood.  Furthermore, when taken into account with 
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the other reference to pregnancy thus far, the relevance of the Galapagos sea turtles 

expands.  Violet certainly feels that she has sacrificed in her role as mother, but let’s not 

forget that Sebastian also plays the role of mother to his poetry. Violet would have us 

believe that he died in the birth pains of the final delivery of his Poem of Summer, but 

Cathie’s version of the story puts quite a different spin on it.  It was Sebastian’s moral 

turpitude that finally dragged him under, not his abstention from worldly pleasures and 

dedication to his art.  The natural sacrifice of the female Galapagos sea turtles is a 

representation of the altruism and selflessness of motherhood.  Violet wishes that her 

perverted version of her relationship with her son had the same tone of an offering 

sanctified by nature, but she has, unfortunately, marred their relationship and warped it 

into an unnatural union. 

 Violet actually relates better to the second half of the spectacle the pair witnessed 

at the Encantadas.  After the baby sea turtles hatch, Violet and Sebastian observed with 

respective horror and fascination, “the hatching of the sea-turtles and their desperate 

flight to the sea!” (Williams 1.1.33).  As the following exchange takes place on stage, the 

sounds of bird cries fill the air to emphasize the effect that this experience has had on 

Mrs. Venable.  She begins: 

VIOLET. -The narrow beach, the color of caviar, was all in motion!  But 
the sky was in motion too…. 
DCOTOR. The sky was in motion, too? 
VIOLET. —Full of flesh-eating birds and the noise of the birds, the 
horrible savage cries of the— 
DOCTOR Carnivorous birds? 
VIOLET. Over the narrow black beach of the Encantadas as the just 
hatched sea-turtles scrambled out of the sand-pits and started their race to 
the sea…. 
DOCTOR. Race to the sea? 
VIOLET. To escape the flesh-eating birds that made the sky almost as  
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black as the beach! (Williams 1.1.33-39) 
 

This section of the horrors in the Galapagos Islands seems much more in keeping with 

Mrs. Venable’s true character.  She is not the stoical, sacrificing sea turtle but the 

ravenous, flesh-hungry bird.  Her vicious pursuit of Cathie renders Violet nothing short 

of ruthless, and her desire to have the girl lobotomized characterizes her revenge as not 

only emotional but physical.  She desperately wants the doctor to cut out part of Cathie’s 

brain just as those birds frantically sought the soft flesh of those baby sea turtles.  Violet 

also believes she has an overwhelming advantage over Cathie just as the birds had an 

advantage over the sea turtles.  The stately Mrs. Venable is up against a known lunatic.  

She speaks from a position of authority about and to a person whom most must regard 

with incredulity.  But having Cathie shut away in a mental institution does not satisfy 

Violet’s lust for blood.  She must literally have her pound of flesh.  One must certainly 

acknowledge Mrs. Venable’s desire to have Cathie locked away as a means of vengeance 

excessive; but her voracious quest for a piece of Cathie’s literal body pushes her from 

excess to insanity.  Furthermore, the short, punchy, staccato dialogue and repetition of 

phrasing almost sounds like the insane ramblings of a lunatic or the echoes of crazy 

thoughts in someone’s head.  The rhythmic language also creates a sort of pulsation that 

intensifies the emotion of the scene.  Williams’ stage direction reinforces this beat writing 

“[She gazes up again; we hear the wild ravenous, harsh cries of the birds.  The sound 

comes in rhythmic waves like a savage chant]” (Williams 1.1).  Mrs. Venable’s 

recollection of the shrieking birds amplifies the throbbing string of dialogue between her 

and the doctor.  Here again we see the theme of savagery; but rather than the pruned and 

manicured wildness of Sebastian’s garden, here Williams gives us an unrestrained, crude 
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vision of savagery. 

Mrs. Venable explains her son’s fascination with this spectacle, adding to his 

mounting oddity.  After hesitantly admitting that her son was searching for, and found, an 

image of God in that horrific display, the doctor expresses some shock at these findings.  

Violet Venable, true to her character, defends her son’s notion saying, “I am a reasonably 

loyal member of the Protestant Episcopal Church, but I understood what he meant.  He 

meant that God shows a savage face to people and shouts some fierce things at them, it’s 

all we see or hear of Him.  Isn’t it all we ever really see and hear of Him, now?—Nobody 

seems to know why…” (Williams 1.1.61).  It is interesting to see that Violet and 

Sebastian, the poster children for contained savagery, accuse God of outright savagery.   

Obviously Violet and Sebastian, Sebastian and Violet, the adorable couple, do not 

have a problem with committing acts of savagery themselves.  After all, seeking the 

extraction of a family member’s brain certainly falls under the heading of brutality.  And 

there is undoubtedly something primitive and uncivilized about the true nature of Violet 

and Sebastian’s relationship.  Therefore it is not so much the savagery of God that 

offends and fascinates this pair, but rather God’s lack of good manners.  God wants for 

some lessons in etiquette, as far as the Venables are concerned.  At least Violet has the 

decency to veil her attempts for revenge on her niece under the guise of medical 

necessity.  Couldn’t God take the time to operate with some dignity and tact?  Garland-

Thomson notes, “Whereas in pre-modern society, individuating markers indicated power 

and privilege, in modern society, an unmarked norm is the reference point.  Those who 

most depart from the normative standard are most subordinated.  Whiteness, for example, 

is concealed and neutral, while blackness carries the burden of ‘race’” (40).  Just so, 
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politeness and decorum are the unmarked norm and God’s brutality is the aberrant trait.   

This same desire to conform to the neutral, normate group drives Violet to deliver 

her son from the stigmatizing factors of filth and poverty.  When Sebastian got the urge 

to give up all his worldly possessions and become a Buddhist monk, his mother objected 

more to the austere lifestyle than the discipline such a lifestyle would require.  She 

proudly relates to Dr. Sugar her rescue of her son bragging, “In less than a month he got 

up off the filthy grass mat and threw the rice bowl away—and booked us into the 

Shepheard’s Hotel in Cairo and the Ritz in Paris—.  And from then on, oh, we—still 

lived in a—world of light and shadow…But the shadow was almost as luminous as the 

light” (Williams 1.1.69).  She objects to the cultural perception of uncleanliness.  

Garland-Thomson provides anthropological context referencing Mary Douglas’ 

investigation of society’s changing attitudes toward dirt.   

“Douglas speculates about the relativity of dirt in ways that can be applied 
to the cultural meaning of disability.  Hygiene…[is a] relatively recent 
legitimation for the concept of dirt as a cultural contaminant.  Dirt is an 
anomaly, a discordant element rejected from the schema that individuals 
and societies use in order to construct a stable, recognizable, and 
predictable world.” (33) 
 

Violet presents Sebastian’s foray into religious life (and the study and worship of God 

implicit therein) in terms of filth and poverty.  She and the rest of the normative group 

prize style, cleanliness, and wealth over humility, obedience, and moderation.  Violet 

whisked him away from a place of squalor and asceticism to the Ritz in Paris.  And they 

lived, as she intimates, in the light of bright parties and beautiful clothes, and slept in the 

darkness of their sick codependency.  

As I have shown, Violet’s problem with God did not lie in His predilection for the 
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dark, but His unwillingness to drape his darkness in light. Anger at a god (whose 

existence she does not doubt, by the way) for neglecting to conform to her standards of 

decorum is positively megalomaniacal.  Megalomania (now called Narcissistic 

Personality Disorder) is defined by the Mayo Clinic’s online encyclopedia of medical 

terms as “a mental disorder in which people have an inflated sense of their own 

importance and a deep need for admiration. They believe that they're superior to others 

and have little regard for other people's feelings. But behind this mask of ultra-confidence 

lies a fragile self-esteem, vulnerable to the slightest criticism” (mayoclinic.com).  One 

would be hard-pressed to find a more accurate description of both Violet Venable and her 

son; yet, Cathie is the one in the mental institution.  Again, Williams gives us these 

jarring gaps between appearance and reality.  Since Violet refused to reconcile the two, 

one must question the firmness of her grasp on reality.  Williams addresses the problem 

of departing from reality in his correspondence.  In a letter to Audrey Wood, he discusses 

this issue as it relates to another of his mentally troubled characters, Matilda of You 

Touched Me!  “Her danger is psychological.  Without intervention, she would drift into 

that complete split with reality which is schizophrenic” (Devlin and Tischler 401).  He 

might as well be referring to Mrs. Venable and her difficulty confronting reality.  

After Mrs. Venable’s exhaustive history and defense of her son, she reiterates a 

Foucauldian aspect of her insanity.  “I had to make it clear to you,” she tells the doctor, 

“that the world lost a great deal too when I lost my son last summer” (Williams 1.1.73).  

This insistence that she mourns, not only for herself, but for all of posterity plays into her 

narcissism, especially since she views herself as such an integral, fertilizing part of the 

production of this poetry that the world will miss so much.  “Thus, in one way, artistic 
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creativity in the Venable household is a narcissistic wonderland, proceeding from the 

mother and returning to her in a bond of erotic circularity” (Bruhm 108).  Her egotism 

does not begin and end in an overdeveloped, partially incestuous admiration for her son 

and his purported literary prowess.  She prates on about their travels together and how 

“every appearance, every time we appeared, attention was centered on us!—everyone 

else!  Eclipsed!  Vanity? Ohhhh, no, Doctor, you can’t call it that…It wasn’t folie de 

grandeur, it was grandeur” (Williams 1.1.99).  She endlessly spouts this obnoxious self-

aggrandizement and then insists in her emphatic delivery of these facts that she does not 

suffer from delusions of grandeur (the literal translation of folie is madness); she is 

merely reporting accurately the circumstances of their adventures abroad.  But clearly 

Mrs. Venable is aware of how ridiculous these claims sound to others.  She reveals that 

touch of underlying insecurity by attempting to assuage Dr. Sugar’s doubts as to the 

veracity of her statements before he even expresses them.  Williams’ seemingly excessive 

use of italicized dialogue for Mrs. Venable’s character adds to her affectation indicating 

the fragility of her true self.  People usually cultivate these overblown exteriors to 

compensate for a perceived internal deficiency.  When she expresses that she and her son 

possessed “an attitude toward life that’s hardly been known in the world since the great 

Renaissance princes were crowded out of their palaces and gardens by successful 

shopkeepers!” (Williams 1.1.101), she is trying to buttress her own sense of self worth.  

She cannot honestly expect Dr. Sugar to believe such grossly flagrant hyperbole.  These 

statements sound like the frantic reassurances of someone trying to convince herself of 

something, rather than attempting to convince another.  If Mrs. Venable were in her right 

mind, she might rely a little more on subtlety to discredit her niece instead of endlessly 
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beating a dead horse.  However, as she does not quite exist in the planes of reality, she 

repudiates her own statements as she delivers them.  Examining the peculiarly deranged 

tendency to insist upon one’s illusions to the point of puncturing them, Foucault 

observes: 

Madness is deprived of its dramatic seriousness; it is punishment or 
despair only in the dimension of error.  Its dramatic function exists only 
insofar as we are concerned with a false drama; a chimerical form in 
which only supposed faults, illusory murders, ephemeral disappearances 
are involved.  Yet this absence of seriousness does not keep madness from 
being essential—even more essential than it had been, for if it brings 
illusion to its climax, it is from this point that illusion is undone.  In the 
madness in which his error has enveloped him, the character involuntarily 
begins to unravel the web.  Accusing himself, he speaks the truth in spite 
of himself.” (32-33) 

 
Violet’s proclivity for stating her impossibly high opinion of herself and her son gives her 

away.  As Foucault says, one cannot take seriously these extreme statements; continuing 

to make these ridiculously self-aggrandizing claims contributes further to her possible 

subjugation under the Foucauldian notion of insanity. 

With the aforementioned juxtaposition of royalty and the merchant class, she 

frames her argument in socioeconomic terms; she does this in an effort to reclaim some 

lost ground with the normative group.  Discussing matters in terms of money is 

something the wealthy, capitalist normate can understand.  She asserts that Sebastian’s 

admission of Cathie into his world is unforgivable, even though “he’s paid for it with his 

life” (Williams 1.1.103).  Since Violet views Sebastian’s death as payment for the sin of 

replacing his mother with his cousin, it is fitting (as yet another example of “the 

marvelous logic of the mad”) that Cathie pay for her sins with her life.  And even though 

Violet does not seek Cathie’s literal life, she does want to destroy her mental capacity, 
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which is a kind of death all its own.  She continues to harp on money matters claiming 

that her niece’s motive in creating these lies about her son springs from Cathie’s 

resentment of Mrs. Venable’s financial assistance:   

We put the bread in her mouth and the clothes on her back.  People that 
like you for that or even forgive you for it are, are—hen’s teeth, Doctor.  
The role of the benefactor is worse than thankless, it’s the role of a victim, 
Doctor, a sacrificial victim, yes, they want your blood, Doctor, they want 
your blood on the altar steps of their outraged, outrageous egos! 
(Williams 1.1.109) 

 
Casting herself as a victim silently beseeches the normative group (and of course Dr. 

Sugar) to rally around her.  She has been struck down by someone outside the social 

center, and she requires protection and deserves retribution.   

While Cathie may very well take umbrage at having to rely on her aunt for food 

and shelter, alleging that such a feeling would drive her to harm her son goes a bit too far.  

And, as Mrs. Venable tells it, contributing to the death of Sebastian did not slake Cathie’s 

thirst for revenge; therefore she proceeded to destroy any vestige of a reputation the man 

may have had.  Mrs. Venable casts herself as a martyr, crippled by her benevolent 

magnanimity.  Both she and Sebastian opened themselves up to this girl out of the 

goodness of their hearts only to be struck down by her insane vigilantism.  According to 

Mrs. Venable, her only offense lay in her desire to help others.  But the audience can see 

the irony in Violet’s diatribe.  Mrs. Venable accuses Cathie of a crime that she herself is 

committing.  She demands a sacrifice from Cathie; but rather than given freely (as she so 

freely have of herself), Violet will rend this immolation from her unwilling niece.  It is 

Violet, not Cathie, who requires a blood offering to achieve satisfaction.  Her accusation 

of an “outraged, outrageous ego” implicates herself more than anyone; and her choice of 
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words, in light of the operation she wants Dr. Sugar to perform on her niece, is terribly 

apropos to her current situation.  She insists that Cathie wants her blood, when Violet, in 

fact, quite literally wants Cathie’s.  Projecting one’s thoughts or emotions onto another is 

not an uncommon psychological defense mechanism.  Violet legitimizes her own 

vengeful impulses by ascribing them to her niece.   

Not long after Violet’s explanation of Cathie’s motives, she quotes a line from 

Shakespeare.  When the doctor lights Mrs. Venable’s cigarette, the lighter “[flames up 

high]” and Violet remarks, “‘So shines a good deed in a naughty world,’” (Williams 

1.1.118).  This famous line from “The Merchant of Venice” echoes Mrs. Venable’s evil 

desire for a pound of Cathie’s flesh.  Shylock, the antagonist of Shakespeare’s play, 

stubbornly tries to collect as payment for a debt an actual pound of his enemy’s flesh.  

Rather than take ten times the sum of the original loan, Shylock’s malevolence spurs him 

on to obtain the literal physical collateral under the guise of adhering to the letter of the 

law.  Violet likewise masks her animus toward Cathie with shows of concern for her 

mental health.  While Violet tells the doctor over and over that her primary goal is to 

expose Cathie’s story as false thereby protecting her son’s reputation, her true objective 

comes out when she and the doctor discuss the operation itself.  She reveals a sick 

fascination with the surgery. 

DOCTOR. There is a good deal of risk in my operation.  Whenever you 
enter the brain with a foreign object… 
VIOLET. Yes. 
DOCTOR. —Even a needle-thin knife… 
VIOLET. Yes. 
DOCTOR. —In a skilled surgeon’s fingers… 
VIOLET. Yes. 
DOCTOR. —There is a good deal of risk involved in—the operation…. 
(Williams 1.1.122-128) 
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Notice that Williams does not phrase these recurring one-word responses in the form of a 

question.  It’s not as if she is seeking more information and encouraging the doctor to go 

on with his explanation.  Each time he indicates the danger implicit in this procedure, she 

responds with hypnotic repetition.  Her replies act as affirmations of his statements, 

almost as if she is expressing her approval of and delight in the high probability of harm. 

 Somehow, no matter how clearly Williams paints Mrs. Venable’s evil intent, Dr. 

Sugar misses it all.  Even as Violet reveals her malice more and more directly, the doctor 

still refuses to see what is right in front of his face.  After Dr. Sugar tells her, “I can’t 

guarantee that a lobotomy would stop her—babbling,” Mrs. Venable coolly replies, “That 

may be, maybe not, but after the operation, who would believe her, Doctor?” (Williams 

1.1.135).  Finally, Violet blatantly exposes her malice and still the doctor does not quite 

grasp the scope of her madness.  He begins to probe Violet with questions regarding her 

potential financial contribution to his work; when she tells him that her donation is 

contingent upon Dr. Sugar lobotomizing Cathie, he dumbly replies, “Mrs. Venable!!  

You’re such an innocent person that it doesn’t occur to you, it obviously hasn’t even 

occurred to you that anybody less innocent than you are could possibly interpret this offer 

of a subsidy as—well, as sort of a bribe?” (Williams 1.1.142).  Mrs. Venable responds 

that she does not care what he calls it as long as he does what she asks; Williams quickly 

ends the scene before Dr. Sugar can say anything.  The audience has seen Violet 

Venable’s unhampered thirst for vengeance and has heard her account of the story in 

question.  Now it is Cathie’s turn. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

DICTATING INSANITY AND CHANGING THE TERMS 

 Now that Violet has cast doubt upon her legitimacy as a normate, Cathie has the 

opportunity to further attack the audience’s false sense of security.  Seeing Violet’s 

composure crumble throws the audience off kilter; so Williams introduces Cathie to the 

viewers when they feel least stable.  The audience looks to Cathie as the non-normative 

mental patient hoping she will fit their expectations of what a crazy person should be, 

thereby validating their own normative identities.  Unfortunately they get no such 

reassurance.  As I go through the four final scenes of the play, it becomes clear that 

Cathie disappoints the audience as much as Violet has.  This constant upheaval of 

normative expectation continues to confuse the audience to the point that they must reset 

their exclusive boundaries, previously thought to be immovable. 

The remainder of the play revolves around Cathie’s retelling of that last summer 

when Sebastian died.  The story she tells is the story that Violet Venable has been trying 

to have cut out of her brain.  But Cathie’s portrayal of Sebastian does not come across in 

the same unhurried fashion that Violet puts out.  The first scene, where Mrs. Venable tells 

her side of the story, takes up more than one third of the entire play.  The subsequent four 

scenes are shorter and choppier; and it is during these scenes that the audience meets and 

gets to know Cathie.  Her first appearance on the stage in scene two initially supports 

Violet’s claim that Cathie is a lunatic. 
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Rather than disturb all the audience’s notions of traditional madness at once, 

Williams begins the second scene by providing a stereotypical picture of the insane.  Just 

as he initially framed Violet in normative terms, Williams initially portrays Cathie as the 

clichéd irrational, erratic, violent madwoman.  Williams tries to make the audience 

comfortable before he unnerves them.  A nurse in full white habit accompanies Cathie, an 

inmate at the psychotic ward at St. Mary’s hospital, to her aunt’s house.  Cathie sneaks a 

cigarette out of Mrs. Venable’s cigarette box and begins to smoke, but the Sister does not 

approve.  In a quick series of brief, overlapping statements Sister Felicity pursues Cathie 

and Cathie evades the Sister; eventually Cathie relents. 

SISTER. Give me that cigarette, I’m holding my hand out for it! 
CATHIE. All right, take it, here, take it! 
[She thrusts the lighted end of the cigarette into the palm of the Sister’s 
hand.  The Sister cries out and sucks her burned hand.] (Williams 1.2.19-
20) 
 

This violent introduction of Cathie to the audience gives credence to what Mrs. Venable 

has been saying.  After all, what kind of a person assaults a nun?  Therefore, it seems that 

the audience’s expectations of insanity have not been violated.  However, Williams has 

already shown, after a long development, the kind of person Violet Venable is.  Now the 

viewer must sift through Cathie’s words and actions in order to uncover her true 

character.   

While this first interaction ostensibly confirms Cathie’s lunacy, Goffman provides 

some sociological insight into why she reacts so irrationally in this situation.  Smoking is 

a privilege in a mental institution: 

The building of a world around these minor privileges is perhaps the most 
important feature of inmate culture, and yet it is something that cannot 
easily be appreciated by an outsider, even one who has previously lived 
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through the experience himself.  This concern with privileges sometimes 
leads to generous sharing; it almost always leads to a willingness to beg 
for such things as cigarettes, candy, and newspapers.  Understandably, 
inmate conversation often revolves around a “release binge fantasy,” 
namely, a recital of what one will do during leave or upon release from the 
institution. (Asylums 50) 
 

Goffman goes on to point out that within the privilege system there are “punishments; 

these are designated as the consequence of breaking the rules.  One set of these 

punishments consists of the temporary or permanent withdrawal of privileges or the 

abrogation of the right to try to earn them” (50).  Williams once again displays his 

fluency with the terms of the institution in the interaction leading up to Cathie burning 

the Sister with her cigarette: 

SISTER. What did you take out of that box on the table? 
CATHIE. Just a cigarette, Sister. 
SISTER. Put it back in the box. 
CATHIE. Too late, it’s already lighted. 
SISTER. Give it here. 
CATHIE. Oh, please, let me smoke, Sister! 
SISTER. Give it here. 
CATHIE. Please, Sister Felicity. 
SISTER. Catharine, give it here.  You know that you’re not allowed to 
smoke at Saint Mary’s. 
CATHIE. We’re not at Saint Mary’s, this is an afternoon out. 
SISTER. You’re still in my charge.  I can’t permit you to smoke because 
the last time you smoked you dropped a lighted cigarette on your dress 
and started a fire. 
CATHIE. Oh, I did not start a fire.  I just burned a hole in my skirt 
because I was half unconscious under medication. 
SISTER. Catharine, give it here. 
CATHIE. Don’t be such a bully! 
SISTER. Disobedience has to be paid for later. 
CATHIE. All right, I’ll pay for it later. 
SISTER. Give me that cigarette or I’ll make a report that’ll put you right 
back on the violent ward, if you don’t. 
 

This conversation between inmate and guardian contains all the elements of institution 

life that Goffman points out.  She begs the Sister for permission to smoke; she explains 
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that they are on “leave” (Goffman 50) from the institution so the rules shouldn’t apply; 

she has already had her smoking privileges revoked by the institution; and she is 

threatened with additional consequences if she does not adhere to the Sister’s demands.  

Cathie has clearly been affected by her stay at the mental hospital; but falling in line with 

Goffman’s description of the inmate and the mental ward does not qualify her as crazy.  

Rather, this exchange highlights the control the institution exercises over the patient.  The 

asylum has molded Cathie into the role of mental patient.  She therefore cannot be held 

totally accountable for her actions.  Mental institutions “condition” (Goffrman 51) the 

inmates into the behavior necessary for smooth operation of the facility.  Patients have no 

choice but to conform. 

Finally, Cathie sees the doctor for the first time.  He observes her from another 

room, hiding behind some curtains and remarks, “The Doctor’s still at the window but 

he’s too blond to hide behind window curtains, he catches the light, he shines through 

them” (Williams 1.2.48).  The Doctor’s physical appearance triggers a memory of 

Sebastian and she goes on to say, “–We were going to blonds, blonds were next on the 

menu…Cousin Sebastian said he was famished for blonds, he was fed up with the dark 

ones and was famished for blonds” (Williams 1.2.50).  This comment is the first one 

Cathie actually gives herself; up until now, it has all been hearsay.  But Cathie’s diction 

provides a lot of insight into the truth about Sebastian and Violet.   

Cathie speaks in the language of consumption, which echoes the ferocity of 

Violet’s pursuit.  While neither Cathie nor Violet mentions literal cannibalism (at least 

not yet), the carnivorous theme winds its way throughout.  Just like the Venus Flytrap 

that Sebastian kept and cared for in his garden, these terms of an unnatural hunger for 
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flesh always apply to the Venable family.  Their desires are just as aberrant and unsettling 

as the Venus Flytrap’s need to hunt and feed.  Catharine’s references to Sebastian’s 

sexual appetite mark the beginning of her revelations about her cousin.  Her phrasing is 

so disquieting because it is so deliberate.  “Fed up with dark ones, famished for light 

ones: that’s how he talked about people, as if they were—items on a menu.—‘That one’s 

delicious-looking, that one is appetizing,’ or ‘that one is not appetizing’—I think because 

he was really nearly half starved from living on pills and salad….”(Williams. 1.2.50).  

Sebastian’s purported lexicon of consumption turns his sexual encounters from an 

interaction between people into a relationship of predator and prey.   

The presence of such sexual profligacy is already a large departure from Violet’s 

image of her son; but the way Cathie tells it, Sebastian was positively perverse in his 

sexual habits.  Moving from type to type among his sexual prey in such a systematic 

manner is doubly disgusting.  He had finished with the dark ones and wanted to move on 

to the light ones.  Catharine reports that “All the travel brochures he picked up were 

advertisements of the blond northern countries.  I think he’d already booked us to—

Copenhagen or—Stockholm” (Williams 1.2.50).  He had worn out the darker 

complexioned Spanish population and wanted to change hunting grounds.  Cathie winds 

up the second scene with a little philosophical reference.  “Somebody said once, or wrote, 

once: ‘We’re all of us children in a vast kindergarten trying to spell God’s name with the 

wrong alphabet blocks!’” (Williams 1.2.52).  Cathie mentions searching for God 

harkening back to Mrs. Venable’s earlier statements about the Encantadas and 

Sebastian’s similar quest for celestial clarification.  Where Sebastian claimed that he had 

found the face of God in the massacre of the sea turtles at the beach, Cathie has the 
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humbler notion that, while we all look for Him and try to spell His name, we are simply 

ill equipped to define a thing as far beyond our faculties as God.  Cathie’s humility 

throws Violet’s megalomania in to stark relief. 

 The more the audience sees Cathie, the more her character confronts them with 

qualities seemingly anomalous to the insane.  Providing another lens through which to 

view Cathie’s interactions with the “normal” outside world, Williams gives us a scene in 

which we can monitor her relationship with her family.  A significant amount of time has 

elapsed since Cathie’s last meeting with her mother and brother as their comments to 

each other reveal.  Mrs. Holly tries to start off with some pleasantries but does not get far:   

MRS. HOLLY. “Catharine, dear!  Catharine—Well, well!  Doesn’t she 
look fine, George? 
GEORGE. Uh huh. 
CATHIE. They send you to the beauty parlor whenever you’re going to 
have a family visit.  Other times you look awful, you can’t have a compact 
or lipstick or anything made out of metal because they’re afraid you’ll 
swallow it. 
MRS. HOLLY. [giving a tinkly little laugh]: I think she looks just 
splendid, don’t you, George? (Williams 1.3.1-4) 
 

It seems like every character in this play feels compelled to sugarcoat everything except 

Cathie.  Catharine’s situation, living in an insane asylum for telling the truth about a 

horrible event which she experienced, should certainly make her want to put on some 

rose-colored glasses.  She lives in a terrible reality from which one would like to escape.  

But Cathie insists on honesty and reality.  She doesn’t pretend, as her family would like 

her to, that she is just resting in a lovely getaway for a while in order to recuperate from 

an over-stimulating trip to Europe.  Cathie shines the harsh glare of truth on her life and 

forces those around her to confront the abominable conditions in which they force her to 

live.  Mrs. Holly tries to gloss over the uncomfortable bits by telling her daughter how 
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pretty she looks.  But Cathie points out that her current groomed looks, designed to make 

her less unsettling to the normates outside the hospital, merely cover the truth of her usual 

worn and unkempt appearance.  Like Violet’s veil of propriety and breeding, Cathie’s 

physical appearance conceals the savagery of the life she lives at the asylum.  The only 

difference is that Violet dons her mask intentionally, whereas Cathie is thrust into her 

costume of normalcy by others. 

 The maintenance of the status quo demands that Cathie not tell her story.  Her 

mother and brother have come to beg her to recant so they can receive the money that 

they have coming to them in Sebastian’s will.  They choose to believe that Cathie suffers 

from a debilitating mental illness rather than consider that her story might be true and risk 

losing their inheritance.  Their avaricious neglect of Cathie is just as egregious as Violet’s 

plot to have her operated on.  But Cathie’s commitment to reality and the truth disrupts 

their plans.  Mrs. Holly tries to explain how Cathie must not tell these lies again, but 

Cathie, practical and honest, responds:  

Oh, yes, but if they give me an injection—I won’t have any choice but to 
tell exactly what happened in Cabeza de Lobo last summer.  Don’t you 
see?  I won’t have any choice but to tell the truth.  It makes you tell the 
truth because it shuts something off that might make you able not to and 
everything comes out, decent or not decent, you have no control, but 
always, always the truth!” (Williams 1.3.32) 
 

Catharine explains to her mother in layman’s terms what will occur on a chemical level 

in her brain.  She explains that, under the influence of this drug, her brain will not 

distinguish between social propriety and impropriety; this injection simply disables the 

lying mechanism (for lack of a better term) in her head.   

Her use of the word “control” makes perfect sense here, because what is decorum 
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if not a sense of control over one’s conduct?  Mrs. Venable, always the proper lady, 

values her sense of decency and has lived her life acting according to her own rules.  She 

certainly exercises self-discipline in her carriage and in her speech.  Even her five o’clock 

daiquiri, which she enjoys every day without fail, gives off a sense of rigidity.  “There 

goes the Waring Mixer,” Cathie remarks to Sister Felicity.  “Aunt Violet’s about to have 

her five o’clock frozen daiquiri, you could set a watch by it!” (Williams 1.2.28).  So Mrs. 

Venable’s daily libation, rather than a repetitive, slovenly indulgence, upholds her 

requirement of tradition and respectability.  But Violet does not hesitate to abandon some 

of her seeming politeness when she has the opportunity to seize another kind of control.  

When it comes to Cathie, Violet surrenders her veil of politeness in order to assert her 

authority in the situation.  She strives to be in total control of her current circumstances, 

of the doctor’s diagnosis, and of Cathie’s subsequent operation.  She breaks with 

decorum (a thing that Mrs. Venable does not enjoy doing in the presence of others) in her 

bribery of Dr. Sugar and does so unabashedly.  She laughs at his naivety with scorn and 

contempt.  In the previous speech explicating the details of the “truth serum,” Cathie 

claims that the injection the doctor may give her strips her of self-control.  She cannot 

choose to deceive; she can only give the uncontrollable truth.  After the injection she will 

have a total “inability to maintain propriety about unmentionable things” (O’Connor 52).  

This is the quintessential difference between Cathie and Violet.  Cathie’s lack of control 

and subsequent dedication to reality offends Violet’s slavish control and her subsequent 

dedication to decency.  Cathie’s unwillingness to dissemble condemns her to the asylum, 

not any streak of mental disturbance. 
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 Even after Cathie explains the way the injection works, Mrs. Holly still refuses to 

acknowledge the possibility that her daughter’s ramblings could be true; this refusal 

parallels the normative tendency to view their boundaries and guidelines as hard and fast.  

“Catharine, darling.  I don’t know the full story, but surely you’re not too sick in your 

head to know in your heart that the story you’ve been telling is just—too—” (Williams 

1.3.33).  Mrs. Holly does not get to complete her sentence before her son interrupts, but 

the audience knows what she is trying to say.  She has completely disregarded the science 

that Cathie has said would preclude her from telling any lie.  Mrs. Holly moves the locus 

of the discussion from Cathie’s head to Cathie’s heart.  Of course, mental illness has 

specifically to do with the mind, not the heart, soul, conscience, or any other thing.  In 

appealing to her daughter’s heart, Mrs. Holly unwittingly admits that her main concern is 

not her daughter’s mental health, but the inheritance that her family will be denied if 

Cathie sticks to her story.  Mrs. Holly might as well tell her daughter to “have a heart” 

and pretend that what she has seen never happened.   

If Violet’s sense of decency were not so deeply wounded at the implications of 

Cathie’s story, if there was no inheritance to be had, or if the inheritance had already been 

doled out and were not contingent upon Cathie’s version of the truth, she would clearly 

not be institutionalized.  All the supporting cast wants to do is shut Cathie up so they can 

all go on with their lives securely ensconced in their false knowledge.  The mentally ill 

live their lives convinced of one reality while everyone around them tells them the world 

doesn’t exist as they see it.  Foucault refers to this aspect of insanity explaining that the 

madman “did not understand why those around him refused to acknowledge such a 

presence.  Such then is madness; this remorse, this belief, this hallucination, these 
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speeches; in short, this complex of convictions and images which constitutes a delirium” 

(96).  Perhaps this unreliability of the afflicted person’s mind is the worst part of insanity.  

But, as Williams makes clear to us throughout the course of the play, Cathie’s reality is 

reliable; yet everyone around her insists that she is out of her mind.  They create with 

their denials the illusion of lunacy.  And one must consider a group of people attempting 

to convince their sane relative of her insanity to be demented themselves.  They all seem 

willing, for one reason or another, to either actively push Cathie into insanity or passively 

stand by and allow it to happen.  Cathie’s mother and brother fall into the latter category. 

 George and Mrs. Holly have come to this meeting between Violet and Cathie for 

purely economical purposes.  Their greed brings them to Mrs. Venable’s house and 

causes them to beg Cathie to gives up her lies.  Her family employs a few different 

methods in their efforts to bring Cathie around.  Continuing to “reason” with her 

daughter, Mrs. Holly says: 

MRS. HOLLY. Cathie, why, why, why!—did you invent such a tale? 
CATHARINE. But, Mother, I DIDN’T invent it.  I know it’s a hideous 
story but it’s a true story of our time and the world we live in and what did 
truly happen to Cousin Sebastian in Cabeza de Lobo…. 
GEORGE. Oh, then you are going to tell it…Cathie?  You are a 
BITCH!...I repeat it, a bitch!  She isn’t crazy, Mama, she’s no more crazy 
than I am, she’s just, just—PERVERSE!  Was ALWAYS!—perverse…” 
(Williams 1.3.41-44) 
 

Cathie, in the face of all this contradiction, holds true to herself.  She doesn’t become 

hysterical or violent; she merely insists, as she has done all along, that she is not 

embellishing at all but reporting the facts exactly as they occurred.  When George 

becomes enraged at Cathie’s response, he finally acknowledges his sister’s lack of 

lunacy.  But this admission does not move her from the insane category to the sane.  
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Since he can no longer classify her as a lunatic, he stigmatizes her as a perverse bitch. 

“Stigmatization creates a shared, socially maintained and determined conception of a 

normal individual…sculpted by a social group attempting to define its own character and 

boundaries” (Garland-Thomson 31).  She refuses to capitulate to George’s selfish 

demands so he refuses to grant her his status as the presumed normate.  

As a member of the normative group, George “has the authority and means to 

determine which differences are inferior and to perpetuate those judgments” (Garland-

Thomson 31).  For George, the only way Cathie can reclaim her sanity is by admitting 

that she is insane and recanting her story.  However, this unequivocal expulsion from 

normalcy does not mean George wants to give up.  Since shouting at her doesn’t seem to 

do any good, he tries a gentler approach.  “I’m sorry, Cathie, but you know we NEED 

that money!” he says.  “Mama and me, we—Cathie?  I got ambitions!  And, Cathie, I’m 

YOUNG!—I want things, I need them, Cathie!  So will you please think about ME?  

Us?” (Williams 1.3.47).  First he stands by while his aunt and mother have his sister 

institutionalized under false pretenses; then he insults and berates her, pretending to 

believe in her insanity for his own selfish gain; and finally he tries to induce sympathy 

from the person whom he has so thoroughly betrayed.  Completely ignoring the fact that 

he has robbed his sister of her freedom, he emphasizes his own by emphasizing his youth 

and ambition.  He talks about his wants and needs forgetting that he and his family have 

stripped Cathie of all her belongings.  She can’t even have “anything made out of metal 

because they’re afraid you’ll swallow it” (Williams 1.3.3.).  His utter narcissism leads 

him to ask his sister, to whom no consideration has been given whatsoever, to consider 

the needs of others.  Furthermore, George’s reference to the “we” that need the 
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inheritance does not refer to the Holly family in toto.  He, his mother, and his aunt have 

drawn the dividing line of normative distinction right through the family unit thereby 

proving that blood is not thicker than normative status. 

 In the final scene of the play, the audience sees the two opposing forces of the 

play, presumed normate and presumed non-normate, confront one another.  After all the 

allusions and tension building, antagonist and protagonist finally meet on the stage.  The 

audience gets to hear from Cathie herself what actually happened in Cabeza de Lobo.  

But before the great telling can begin, all the characters must become acquainted with 

one another.  While Violet, Mrs. Holly, and George bicker and haggle, Cathie remarks to 

Sister Felicity, “I think I’m just dreaming this, it doesn’t seem real!” (Williams 1.4.33).  

Her feeling, rather than connote a lack of connection with reality and therefore imply 

insanity, makes perfect sense.  All of these characters from different times in her life (her 

childhood with her family, her young adulthood with Sebastian and familiarity with 

Violet, her incarceration at St. Mary’s with Sister Felicity, and her potential operation and 

new phase of life, represented by a new character, Dr. Sugar) have converged in this one 

place and time and are all focused on her.  They tell her that what she knows, she 

imagined; and that she must say imaginary things as if they were real.  This eerie 

situation reminds me of the famous first line of Franz Kafka’s novel The Trial.  He sets 

the odd, inexplicably unjust tone of the book by beginning with the line: “Someone must 

have been telling lies about Joseph K., for without having done anything wrong he was 

arrested one fine morning” (Kafka 1).  From Cathie’s perspective this scene must have a 

sort of Kafkaesque dream logic about it, because it makes so little sense in reality. 

The reason Cathie finds it so difficult to recognize reality is that the tenets of 
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reality are constantly challenged by those around her.  This divergence of perception 

isolates Cathie from her family to such an extent that she is forced to reach out to perfect 

strangers for understanding.  During her incarceration at St. Mary’s, Cathie would “run to 

the fence and make signs to cars on the highway” (Williams 1.4.43) trying to get a 

message to the outside world.  Cathie’s cognizance is such that she understands 

everything going on around her and the implications thereof.  She knows that Violet will 

not stop her attack, and since the previous treatments did not shut her up, she knows that 

the next “logical” step in her Aunt Violet’s world would be lobotomy.  Cathie 

demonstrates her awareness saying that she feared, “What they might do to me now, after 

they’ve done all the rest!—That man in the window’s a specialist from Lion’s View!  We 

get newspapers.  I know what they’re…Do you want to bore a hole in my skull and turn a 

knife in my brain?” (Williams 1.4.49-55).   

Cathie shatters the friendly illusion of benignity, something upon which normate 

decorum depends.  She cuts through all the euphemisms and mild allusions to the 

procedure itself and gives an accurate description of the operation, grotesque in its vivid 

detail.  Mrs. Holly, George, and especially Violet Venable all object to this type of 

honesty.  Mrs. Venable finds Cathie’s candor disagreeable for the same reason that she 

find’s God’s “face” disagreeable.  Neither of them takes the time to present things in a 

more palatable way.  One does not speak of boring holes through skulls in polite society.  

Violet does not object to the act itself but to the description of the act in mixed company.  

She relies on decorum to provide the cover she needs to execute her plan.  Just before 

Cathie’s explicit elaboration of the lobotomy procedure Mrs. Venable refers to it merely 

as “Something new,” to be used, “When other treatments have failed” (Williams 1.4.54).  
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Doubtless her description of the operation would not be nearly as sunny if she herself 

were nominated as the patient, or if, God forbid, Sebastian required the “treatment.”  

Violet uses her decorum to mask and facilitate her revenge.   

This same ruthless dedication to appearances explains why Mrs. Venable reacts so 

strongly to the accusation that she had suffered a stroke.  Cathie tells Dr. Sugar that 

Violet’s stroke “was disfiguring” (Williams 1.4.118).  But Mrs. Venable claims that she 

“DID NOT HAVE A STROKE!—I had a slight aneurism.  You know what that is, 

Doctor?  A little vascular convulsion!  Not a hemorrhage, just a little convulsion of a 

blood-vessel…It gave a little temporary—muscular—contraction.—To one side of my 

face” (Williams 1.4.70).  Of course Mrs. Venable would never have anything as vulgar as 

a stroke.  And she certainly was not disfigured.  It was really more of a minor 

neurological hiccup than a stroke.  Note Williams use of dashes indicating Violet’s 

hesitation as she chooses the least offensive terms in her meager medical vocabulary.  

Violet’s slavish devotion to decorum prevents her from even allowing herself a medical 

condition for which she could obviously not be responsible.  She hopes that this 

cultivated exterior continues to protect her in the future as it has always done. 

 Violet’s preference of pretty falsehoods over ugly truths, a staple of her 

maintaining her normative status, stands in stark contrast to Cathie’s honesty.  Fed up 

with the constant contradiction of what she knows to be true, Cathie finally cries, “I can’t 

change truth, I’m not God!  I’m not even sure that He could, I don’t think God can 

change truth!  How can I change the story of what happened to her son in Cabeza de 

Lobo?” (Williams 1.4.71).  Catharine surrenders completely to the truth.  And it’s not 

even “the truth” but simply “truth.”  This concept differs drastically from Violet’s.  In the 
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first scene Violet tells the doctor, “I’ve had her brought here to my house.  I won’t 

collapse!  She’ll collapse!  I mean her lies will collapse—not my truth—not the truth” 

(Williams 1.1.19).  Violet first touts her truth, then the truth, but Cathie’s truth needs no 

modifier.  She doesn’t qualify it or refine it because for her, truth is not a complicated 

subject.  In fact, she sees things in such clear terms of “true” and “false” that not even 

God could alter them.  For Violet, everything can be altered, negotiated, molded.  Her 

social position and power have, in the past, shown this to be true.  In seeking to adjust the 

facts to her liking, Violet’s megalomania once again rears its ugly head.  While Cathie 

possesses the humility to bow to a higher authority, Violet strives to assert her dominance 

over God and remake truth.  Mrs. Venable may view Cathie as “a destroyer” and her son 

as “a creator” (Williams 1.1.143), but she, in trying to destroy the truth, tries to destroy 

God himself. 

 Perhaps Mrs. Venable’s perpetual need to flout God stems from her deification of 

her son.  Williams inserts plenty of “Sebastian as Christ” imagery in the play, but not all 

of the characters subscribe to that belief.  Cathie tells Dr. Sugar that she was trying to 

save Sebastian from “Completing—a sort of!—image!—he had of himself as a sort of!—

sacrifice to a!—terrible sort of a—” (Williams 1.4.130).  Since Cathie has such a hard 

time stammering out the words, Dr. Sugar helps her: 

DOCTOR. –God? 
CATHIE. Yes, a—cruel one, Doctor! (Williams 1.4.131-132) 
 

Here, Cathie carefully points out that Sebastian thought of himself as a sacrifice to God; 

she did not.  And, as Violet makes clear in the first scene with her reverential regard for 

Sebastian’s work as a Eucharistic equivalent, she too sees her son as a Christ figure. 
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Williams devotes a lot of detail to developing this Christ/Sebastian relationship; but 

unlike Violet’s inordinately high opinion of her son, Williams places Sebastian in the text 

as a foil for Christ, not an example of Him.  In his essay “The Search for God in the Plays 

of Tennessee Williams,” Thomas P. Adler points out,  “Suddenly Last Summer is a 

modern morality play, revealing not what the good is, or what God is, but rather what evil 

is, and what God is not” (141).  The contrast between (not the comparison of) Christ and 

Sebastian becomes more obvious as Cathie reveals more details about her cousin’s death.   

 In an effort to further discern Cathie’s grasp of reality, Dr. Sugar tries to ascertain 

her feelings about Sebastian and his strange notion of self-sacrifice: 

DOCTOR. How did you feel about that? 
CATHIE. Doctor, my feelings are the sort of feelings that you have in a 
dream…. 
DOCTOR. Your life doesn’t seem real to you? 
CATHIE. Suddenly last winter I began to write my journal in the third 
person. 
DOCTOR. Something happened last winter? 
CATHIE. At a Mardi Gras ball… (Williams 1.4.133-138) 

 
Cathie relates the traumatic events of that ball—her sexual encounter with a strange man, 

his subsequent rejection of her, and the public scene she caused because of it.  This event 

catalyzed Cathie’s switch to third person self-narration. Jacqueline O’Connor examines 

the implications of this act commenting that Cathie’s change in narrative voice 

“expresses a feeling of separation from the self, a common symptom of schizophrenia.  

However, when she speaks of this time to the doctor, she speaks lucidly of this feeling 

within her, and since she no longer speaks of herself in the third person, her madness 

does not lie there” (54).  Steven Bruhm further addresses this moment in the text 

suggesting, “she writes in her journal in the third person as a way of controlling, 
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manipulating, and understanding her ‘self’” (113).  By removing herself from the text of 

her journal, Cathie gains the perspective to evaluate these traumatizing events from a 

sterile, safe place.  Therefore, we must regard Cathie’s unusual journaling habits as a 

useful therapeutic tool indicating a deep level of self-knowledge. 

 As Catharine gets deeper into the story of Sebastian’s last days, Violet has trouble 

restraining herself.  Each statement Cathie makes leads Violet to an emphatic 

contradiction: 

CATHIE. All I know is that suddenly, last summer, he wasn’t young any 
more, and we went to Cabeza de Lobo, and he suddenly switched…to the 
afternoons and the beach…In Cabeza de Lobo there is a beach that’s 
named for Sebastian’s name saint, it’s known as La Playa San Sebastian, 
and that’s where we started spending all afternoon, every day. 
DOCTOR. What kind of beach was it? 
CATHIE. It was a big city beach near the harbor. 
DOCTOR. It was a big public beach? 
CATHIE. Yes, public. 
VIOLET. It’s little statements like that that give her away…After all I’ve 
told you about his fastidiousness, can you accept such a statement? …That 
Sebastian would go every day to some dirty free public beach near a 
harbor? (Williams 1.4.235-248) 

 
Once again Mrs. Venable insists that the statements must be false because of the 

outrageous accusation that her son would spend time on a filthy beach with poor people.  

She thinks that if she firmly ensconces her son in the normative group he will be safe.  

How could a man who was so cultivated, so clean, so wealthy, so white be guilty of the 

charges Cathie is about to make?  Unfortunately, Violet has already damaged her own 

place in the normative community.  The audience (and their normate counterpart Dr. 

Sugar) no longer accepts her as a credible source. 

 Finally Cathie reveals to the audience her first horrific claim: 

DOCTOR. Did anything happen there that disturbed you about it? … 
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CATHIE. He bought me a swim-suit I didn’t want to wear.  I laughed.  I 
said “I can’t wear that, it’s a scandal to the jay-birds!” 
DOCTOR. What did you mean by that.  That the suit was immodest? 
CATHIE. My God, yes!  It was a one-piece suit made of white lisle, the 
water made it transparent! –I didn’t want to swim in it, but he’d grab my 
hand and drag me into the water all the way in, and I’d come out looking 
naked! 
DOCTOR. Why did he do that?  Did you understand why? 
CATHIE. –Yes!  To attract! –Attention…Don’t you understand?  I was 
PROCURING for him! (Williams 1.4.254-263) 

 
She finally gets to the integral, sexual component of Sebastian’s secret.  He was, in the 

terms of the normative social community, a sexual deviant.  He displayed his female 

cousin’s virtually naked body to attract attention; after attracting a crowd, Sebastian 

could pick from it whomever he pleased.  Williams’ implications about Sebastian’s 

sexual partners and practices drive him further and further from the protection of the 

normative community.  Cathie tells the doctor that Violet inadvertently procured for her 

son as well, but Sebastian didn’t require any help after a while.  Cathie reports, “And 

before long…the ones on the free beach began to climb over the fence or swim around it, 

bands of homeless young people that lived on the free beach like scavenger dogs, hungry 

children” (Williams 1.4.267).  These were Sebastian’s sexual partners.  Cathie tells us 

“He would come out [of the bathhouses] followed…The homeless, hungry young people 

that had climbed over the fence from the free beach that they lived on.  He’d pass out tips 

among them as if they’d all—shined his shoes or called taxis for him” (1.4.267-269).  

Finally the audience understands what Violet has been trying to keep hidden this whole 

time, namely her son’s homosexual, pedophilic behavior that he obtains in exchange for 

money.  Cathie’s phrasing indicates Sebastian’s cavalier attitude toward the children he 

molests, comparing the money he gives them for sex to a tip he might toss to a shoeshine 
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boy.   

Sebastian’s attitude toward people as disposable objects, much like his reference 

to them as “items on a menu” (Williams 1.2.48), ultimately kills him.  The children he 

repeatedly molests finally form a group and decide to take their revenge.  Cathie 

describes this group of homeless, hungry children in the same terms Violet uses to 

describe the vultures in the Encantadas.  “The band of naked children pursued 

us…Sebastian started to run and they all screamed at once and seemed to fly in the air, 

they outran him so quickly.  I screamed.  I heard Sebastian scream, he screamed just once 

before this flock of black plucked little birds…overtook him halfway up the white hill” 

(Williams1.4.335).  She adds the final detail of this gruesome scene acknowledging how 

totally incredible it is.  “He was lying naked as they had been naked against a white wall, 

and this you won’t believe, nobody has believed it, nobody could believe it, nobody, 

nobody on earth could possibly believe it, and I don’t blame them! –They had devoured 

parts of him” (Williams 1.4.341).  In this act of cannibalism, Sebastian finally completes 

his image of himself as a grotesque sacrifice.  He becomes the Eucharist perverted. “The 

horrible ritual of the devouring of Sebastian, in Suddenly Last Summer, is pushed beyond 

realism, into the sacramental (Costello 117).  Sebastian proffers neither salvation nor 

redemption for those who partook of his body; and yet there is a sick sort of justice in the 

children literally consuming the body of the man who figuratively consumed their bodies.   

In a final, involuntary repudiation of her membership in the normate community, 

Violet “springs with amazing power from her wheelchair, stumbles erratically but swiftly 

toward the girl and tries to strike her with her cane.  The Doctor snatches it from her and 

catches her as she is about to fall.  She gasps hoarsely several times as he leads her 
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toward the exit” (Williams 1.4).  Her last words of the play are shouted from off stage.  

She shrieks “Lion’s View!  State asylum, cut this hideous story out of her brain!” 

(Williams 1.4.342).  Mrs. Venable has completely toppled from her place among the 

exalted normative group despite all her hard work.  The audience must now redraw their 

distinguishing normative lines to include or exclude new members.  As if to finalize the 

verdict, the sturdiest remaining normate representative remarks, “I think we ought at least 

to consider the possibility that the girl’s story could be true….” (Williams 1.4.345).  Dr. 

Sugar and Tennessee Williams give the audience permission to reconsider their 

previously held notions about insanity.  Perhaps the lines are not as clear as they had 

thought. 
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CONCLUSION: 

  CORRUPTING AND RECONSTRUCTING THE NORMATE 

Tennessee Williams expects a lot from his audience.  He requires their trust, their 

attention, and a willingness to self-examine.  Williams possessed many traits that placed 

him outside the socially accepted majority: his southerness, his sexuality, and, most 

importantly for Suddenly Last Summer, his experience with insanity all brand him as the 

non-normate. Williams’ literary renown provided him a platform from which he could 

address the issues he held closest to his heart.  In Suddenly Williams challenges the 

audience.  He knows that the majority of the people coming to see his plays has no direct 

experience with insanity and therefore necessarily possesses the typically uncomfortable 

and slightly fearful attitude “normal” people have about the insane.  He uses this 

presumption of normalcy against them by first enabling the audience to identify with 

Violet as a member of their ranks, and then deconstructing her normative identity.  At the 

same time he establishes Cathie as the “crazy” non-normate and allows the audience to 

condemn her at first.  By the end of the play, however, Williams has disrupted the 

socially constructed categories on which both the characters and the audience rely.  In so 

doing, Williams forces the audience into the uncomfortable position of uncertainty.  What 

was once so clear has been muddied; this is Williams’ goal.  He does not need to 

completely uproot the public’s understanding of social interaction in order to convert 

them to his way of thinking.  All he needs to do is plant the seed of doubt. 
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